“Per me reges regnant…” (Prov. 8:15):
Wisdom in the First Vita of St. Simeon of Serbia

“By me kings reign…”: these are words of Wisdom, according to Proverbs 8:15.¹ One can say that this biblical quotation truly conveys the Christian attitude to the hierarchy of earthly powers as a part of the Cosmic Order established by God through the Christ-Logos, the instrument of the Creation, which is an incarnation of Divine Wisdom. Although this quotation is not found in the Vita of St. Simeon by St. Sava, it rightly corresponds to the meaning of the text: it could elucidate the choice of Wisdom as the main

¹ Prov. 8:15–16: “By me kings reign, and superiors decree justice. By me princes rule, and nobles, even all the judges of the earth”. The biblical quotations in the article are translated according to the Slavic text (original or Bulgarian, according to Библия, 1924) and do not strictly follow any English Bible translation.
topic, which connects the historic and symbolic levels of the text and may even allude to the specific political circumstances that conditioned this choice. The present article aims to trace the interpretation of the theme of Wisdom in the Vita of St. Simeon by St. Sava, its connections with other biblical themes and motifs, and the references to various literary sources, models, and patterns that have not yet been addressed in the literature, especially that employed by the earliest Slavic literary tradition. By analyzing the biblical quotations in the text, I will try to answer the question of why Wisdom occupies such an important place in the first Vita of St. Simeon and what this circumstance alludes to the message of the text in its historical and cultural context.

The Vita of Saint Simeon by Saint Sava (hereinafter, VSN1 or the Vita) is found in the introduction to the Studenica Typikon. It was probably compiled ca. 1207, after the relics of the saint were transferred from Hilandar to Studenica (Богдановић, 1980, p. 150). Only one copy has survived in the so-called Carostavnik of the Studenica Monastery (Цароставник манастира Студенице), which is now kept at the National Museum Library in Prague, Šafarik Collection, IX H 8 (§ 10). The text has many publications: within the Studenica Typikon and, separately, in the collected works of Saint Sava, in its original version and in translation into modern Serbian. It has been analyzed as a source of the biography of the Grand Zhupan Stefan Nemanja and of the constitution of his cult as Saint Simeon, and also as the literary basis of two later vitae of the saint by King Stefan Nemanjić (Stefan the First-Crowned) and by the Hilandar Monk Dometian. Additionally, its connection to the Hilandar Founding Charter, issued by Stefan Nemanja in 1198/1199, and to the second Hilandar Charter, issued by Stefan the First-Crowned in 1207/1208, was discussed (Богдановић, 1980, pp. 150–152; Кемпфер, 1969; 2 Vašica & Vajs, 1957, pp. 305–309 (N 144); Гроздановић-Пајић, 1968, pp. 453–454 (No. 22). The newest and most detailed manuscript description, with the earlier literature: Шпадијер et al., 2015, pp. 85–89. The manuscript is a convolute of two major parts: part 1, from 1618/1619, ff. 1r–74r and 79r–117r, and part 2, ff. 119r–171r from the last quarter of the sixteenth century; with addenda from the eighteenth century on ff. ІIr–ІІІr, Vr–ХІv, 75v–78v. The Vita is found in part I (ff. 1r–71r), according to Sindik (Синдик, 1992) written by the famous copist Averkie from Hilandar (see also Шпадијер, 2014, pp. 23–24). 3 A phototype edition of the Typikon: Студенички типик, 1992; publication of the text with parallel translation in Serbian: Студенички типик, 1994. The newest edition of the Vita with parallel translation in Serbian: Свети Сава, 1998, pp. 148–191; and the bibliographical references to the earlier editions therein.
“Per me reges regnant...” (Prov. 8:15): Wisdom in the First Vita of St. Simeon...

Маринковић, 1979; Поповић, 2000, 2006, pp. 27–73; Трифуновић, 1979, 1987; Ћоровић, 1936; Шпадијер, 2015). To the best of my knowledge, the biblical quotations in the Vita have not yet been the object of special scholarly attention.

First, I have to mention that the Vita of Saint Simeon by Saint Sava was written before the canonization of the Grand Zhupan and is a specific thematic variation of the ruler’s biography rather than the hagiography: it is a vita of a ktetor, i.e. a founder of a monastery (cf. Томова 1979). Not accidentally is it found only in the Studenica Typikon, i.e. in the founding document of the monastery, which was the main foundation of Stefan Nemanja; for example, it is not found in hagiographic miscellanies. These circumstances signalize that the protagonist would be presented more as a ruler – the first ruler of the independent Serbian state and the founder of the Nemanjić dynasty – than as a saint. Thus, we might expect that the text would follow earlier Byzantine or/and Slavic models and patterns (text-samples and templates) which represent a wide range of genre implementations on the theme of Emperor/Orthodox Ruler. Since at that time the canonization of the Grand Zhupan had been obviously thought about and already prepared by his sons after his voluntary abdication and acceptance of monastic vows (Марјановић-Душанић, 1997, pp. 274–286; Поповић, 2000), the use of hagiographic models and patterns of various type (not only holy rulers but holy confessors, monks, etc.) is to be expected as well. In both cases, however, biblical and literary references were decisive for building the paradigm of the figure and conveying the message of the text, especially the recurrent references and those positioned in key places in the text4 and in the major episodes.

In the preamble section of the Vita, the author introduces the main character (the protagonist) with a formula based on biblical quotations

---

4 The methodology of the analysis of the biblical quotations adopted here is based on the ideas and analyses proposed by Picchio, Naumow, Garzaniti and their disciples (see Naumow, 1983, 2004; Picchio, 1977, 1982; Гардзанити, 2014; Пикио, 1993а). I consider the introduction, the conclusion, and the structural transitions between these parts and the exposition, as well as the rhetorical fragments in the biographical narrative to be “key places” in the composition of the text. According to Picchio, the most important biblical quotation – “biblical thematic key” – to the meaning of the text, connecting its “historical” and “symbolic” levels, in the early Orthodox Slavic hagiography is the quotation or quotations that are placed in the transition between the introduction and the exposition or at the very beginning of the text.
known also from the preamble sections of the Long Vita of St. Cyril and
the Long Vita of St. Methodius (hereinafter, VC and VM):\textsuperscript{5} \textit{God who “does not want the destruction of mankind” and who is working for the good of the mankind,} has sent “this autocratic ruler” to rule over the Serbian land (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 148). The theme of \textit{God’s Mercy} is also found in many
texts associated with the creation of the Slavic alphabet and Slavic literary
language, and with the establishment of the new Christian churches that
were using them (cf. Picchio, 1977, 1982; Джамболука-Коссова, 1985, 2007;
of Ohrid (EC), \textit{Eulogy on St. Cyril and St. Methodius} (ECM), \textit{On the Letters}
by Chernoizets Hrabar, the \textit{Sermon against the Bogomil Heresy} by Cosmas
the Priest, and in other texts from the same ideological circle (for detail,
the popular Christian theme was adapted in the earliest Slavic (Bulgarian)
written tradition and was used in these and other early medieval Slavic lit-
erary works as a reference to the sending of St. Cyril and St. Methodius as
direct intervention of the Holy Spirit into the fate of the Slavs. However, it was
also used to consider their work as an extension of the apostolic mission and
a turning point in the history of the salvation of the “Slavic people”. Picchio
claimed that we are talking about a well-considered and consistently developed
\textbf{theological and political concept}; he named it “the concept of the \textit{Unfailing Grace}
and Continuity of the Apostleship” and analyzed it by drawing upon
ten groups of selected quotations from the Old and the New Testament
that were used in the introduction of the VC (Пикио, 1993а, pp. 391–392).
The reference to the first Slavic saints as “instruments of Grace” means that
\textit{the new (newly baptized) people} had received their salvation “directly from
God” in the same manner as those who had been baptized earlier; it shows
that the former were not “inferior” to the latter and had every right to build
their \textit{own institutions of the Salvation}, e.g. “their own church hierarchy
within the universal church” (Пикио, 1993а, pp. 399–400) or to have their
own sacred language with an equal status to that of the Greek and Latin lan-
guages. In VSN1, this discourse undoubtedly supports \textit{the right of the Serbs
to have their own institution of secular authority}, whose representative was
directly appointed by God without the mediation of the Byzantine emperor,
to rule according to God’s will and to be blessed with the help of God in

\textsuperscript{5} The texts were used according to the edition in Климент Охридски, 1973.
any of his endeavors. It is not a surprise that the same formulae were used in secular texts with legal, ideological and propaganda functions, such as charters issued by Stefan Nemanja and his son Stefan the First-Crowned for the Hilandar Monastery in 1198/1199 and 1207/1208.

In the Charter of Stefan Nemanja of 1198/1199, which declared the independent authority of the Grand Zhupan and disposed him among the legitimate rulers of the neighboring nations, the theme of \textit{Divine Mercy} received a much more thorough elaboration than in the VSN1 and reveals even more of its dependence on the concept of the Unfailing Grace and Continuity of the Apostleship:

Искони сьтвори б(о)гь н(е)бо и землю. и чл(о)в(ѣ)кы на неи. и благослови ѥ и дас(ть) имь власть на веи твари своен. и постави сви царе други кнезе. ини владики. [...] тѣмьже братиѥ б(о)гь прѣмилостивы. ѹтврьди грьكه царми. а угре кральми. и когожде езика раздѣливь. и законь. давь. и нрави оуставы и владикы над ними по нравоу и по законоу. раставль своею прѣмоудростию. тѣмьже по мнозѣи ѥго и неизьмѣи милости и чловѣколюбию. дарова нашимь прѣдѣдамь и нашимь дѣдамь и владати снова землѣ

6 The motif of direct election of the Christian emperor by God and of the Covenant between God and the emperor is the core of Byzantine imperial ideology. It can be traced back to Eusebius’s works dedicated to Constantine the Great, and was propagated throughout the Byzantine and the Slavic traditions via texts associated with the cult to the first Christian emperor and his mother; in various later transformations this model was introduced into different genre interpretations on the theme of the emperor/sovereign in the Byzantine and the Slavic Orthodox literature. There is a vast array of works here of which I would mention only the seminal studies of Ewig, 1975; Karajanopulos, 1975; Дагрон, 2006, pp. 151–181. On the Byzantine emperor as the \textit{Vicar} and \textit{Imitator} of the Lord and the imperial ruling as manifestation of God’s mercy, see also Хунгер, 2000, pp. 89–149. On the concept of power “by the Grace of God” in medieval Serbia – with the relevant sources and bibliography – Марјановић-Душанић, 1997, pp. 60–73. In her study, however, as well as in the literature she has cited, no connection between the charters and vitae of the Serbian rulers and the early Cyrillo-Methodian tradition is discussed; the hypothesis established in the scholarly literature maintains that this might have been an original concept of authority established by St. Sava (as the author of the charters of Stefan Nemanja and Stefan the First-Crowned and VSN1) – e.g. see in Pirivatрич, 2017, p. 481 and literature cited therein.

In the beginning, God created heaven and earth and the men upon it, and blessed them, and gave them domination over all His creations. And He appointed between them some to be emperors and others to be princes, others to be lords […]. So, my brethren, God the Merciful assigned to the Greeks emperors, and to the Hungarians kings; and He distributed all the nations, and gave them Law, and established their customs, and placed lords over them according to custom and to the law, having disposed all this through His Wisdom. And thus, in His boundless Mercy and Love to mankind, He granted our great-grandfathers and our grandfathers to rule over this Serbian land, and having always arranged everything for the good of the men, because He does not want their Fall, appointed me as Grand Zhupan […].

Along with the theme of the Divine Mercy, this important ideological text contains a biblical motif which seems to be a key to the ideological formulae associated with the legitimation of the new Christian institutions: as evident in the quotation above, this motif concerns Divine Wisdom, which created the cosmos and organized it in a certain order (taxis). The motif was used in the Charter of Stefan Nemanja from 1198/1199 to emphasize that the whole earthly hierarchy of powers, laws and customs is part of the Divine Order, and to include in this order the Serbian State after its recent independence from Byzantium. In the text about the ascension of Stefan Nemanja to the Serbian throne, two biblical motifs are at play: the ascension is declared an element of the Divine strategy for maintaining Order and also an obstacle to the “falling” out of Grace of the Serbian kin, or in other words, a prerequisite for their Salvation. The text further states that the primary tool for the successful accomplishment of Stefan Nemanja’s mission (apart from God’s help) was “his Wisdom” as a personal quality “given to him by God” (Трифуновић et al., 1986, p. 54: Божјом помогну и својою мудрости дани ми от Бога).

The same pattern is also found at a key place at the beginning of the preamble of VSN1: shortly after the introduction of the protagonist as a Messenger of Grace, it is claimed that he had achieved all his success “with God’s help and the wisdom he had received from God” (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 148). Thus, (Divine) Wisdom is directly associated with the paradigm of the ideal rule(r), which is represented further in text through the brief summary of the reign of Stefan Nemanja (Свети Сава, 1998, pp. 148–152); it covers all the expected aspects and exploits the topoi usually used in the Byzantine-Slavic tradition: the Grand Zhupan had “renewed and expanded the territory inherited by his
father and grandfather”;9 he cared for the church (“He sanctified churches, built monasteries, enjoyed obedience to the prelates, worshipped the priests, and showed great humility and love for the monks”);10 he showed compassion (he was “a [source of] hope for the hopeless, an advocate for the poor, a breadwinner for the begging […] [he] brought up orphans, protected the widows, he was like a mother for the blind, the lame and the weak, the deaf and the dumb”); he achieved “peace and quietness everywhere”, he was “wonderful and fearful to those around”; God rewarded him with “a name that is above every name” (cf. Philippians 2:9); all peoples worshipped his “name”. Among the topoi associated with the paradigm of the ideal rule, the topos of “peace and quiet” (мирь и тишина) that closes the section deserves special attention; it may be described as consistently used in charters and vitae of the Serbian rulers. The exact correspondent of this topos among the Byzantine (emperor’s) models has not yet been found, but it is obvious that it conveys the Byzantine idea of taxis (good order, good rule).11 It seems to me that the proper sense of this topos can be understood only in the light of the theme of Wisdom, namely the Christian idea of Wisdom as the Creator of the Divine Order in the Universe. Thus, its presence in the phrase concluding the description of the rule of Stefan Nemanja suggests the final establishment of the Divine Order on the territory of the state that the Grand Zhupan accomplished through the Wisdom “he had received from God”. In other words, “peace and quiet” (мирь и тишина) can be defined as a topos – an emblem of the ideal Christian rule accomplished through the ruler’s Wisdom and understood as an aspect of the Divine Order. Using this topos, the author follows the Byzantine idea of the emperor as an imitator of God: he underlines that the ruler’s wisdom is a reflection of the Divine Wisdom, but he also declares that it is an instrument of Divine Order on earth.

Wisdom as a theme and Wisdom as the main quality of the protagonist, both of which are marked by repeated biblical quotations, are found in the vitae and homilies dedicated to the Slavic apostles St. Cyril and St. Methodius, especially in the texts dedicated to St. Cyril, which were entirely built on the motif of Wisdom – giving enlightenment and renewal to humankind through Baptism,

9 The conquests of Stefan Nemanja expanding his territory are listed here.
10 Monasteries built by him are also mentioned hereafter.
the Word (слово) and the Book.12 This fact confirms the observation about an association between this biblical theme and the theological and political concept of legitimizing the independent Christian institutions of Salvation (as discussed by Picchio). This concept originated in Bulgaria after Christianization and was later used in Russia and Serbia.13 Further development of the theme of Wisdom in VSN1 may serve as additional proof of Picchio’s hypothesis that there was a repertoire of biblical quotations and interpretations that “many Orthodox Slavic writers might have used over the centuries” and that this repertoire might have been organized around specialized topoi and contained “biblical formulae to be readily used for a number of established thematic motifs” (Пикио, 1993a, pp. 410–411).14

12 On the relation between the theme of Wisdom and the veneration of St. Cyril and St. Methodius as saints, see Чешмеджиев, 1999, with the earlier literature. What needs to be mentioned here is the comparison of Methodius to King Solomon at ECM and the claims (at ECM) that the Wisdom was “a sister” of St. Cyril and St. Methodius and they were “vessels of God’s Wisdom”; they “flourish with Wisdom all the time” (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, pp. 116–117). It is hardly a coincidence that in the Eulogies by St. Clement of Ohrid the motif of the saint’s wisdom appears only in texts dedicated to persons related to St. Cyril and St. Methodius biographically or serving as models for the Slavic apostles and teachers, i.e. in texts from the Cyrillo-Methodian thematic and ideological cycle: in Eulogy on St. Dimitar of Thessaloniki (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, p. 67), the patron saint of the birthplace of the two brothers; in Eulogy on St. Clement of Rome (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, p. 77, cf. also pp. 78 and 79), the saint whose relics were discovered and translated to Rome by them; in Eulogy on St. Peter and St. Paul (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, pp. 221, 222, 224); in Eulogy on St. Nicholas (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, pp. 145, 146). In Eulogy on St. Clement of Rome most and best of the parallels to the VC and VM can be found, for he is at the same time a model for the saint brothers – like the first Roman pope after St. Peter, and is linked to them biographically (about the biblical quotations functioning as topoi also at VSN1 see notes 21, 23). St. Clement of Rome is called “the inexplicable treasure of God’s Wisdom” (Colossians 2:3); here we also find the phrase from VSN1 mentioned above: “no one can be compared to him” (Св. Климент Охридски, 1970, p. 79).

13 About Old Bulgarian Literature as not only “mediator” between Byzantine Literature and other literatures of Slavia Orthodoxa, but also as “paradigmatic” ones with respect to the latter, see Picchio, 1958, 1984; Пикио, 1981, 1993b. When commenting on Picchio’s conclusions, Henrik Birnbaum accepted as a fact that along with the translations from Greek into the Slavic language there was “a no less important function fulfilled by Old Bulgarian literature” – “that of providing a viable literary standard for Orthodox Slavdom, including recently converted Rus’, and in this capacity of serving as a pattern-setting, ‘classical’ model for the literary culture of that multinational, linguistically and religiously coherent community as a whole” (Birnbaum, 1984–1985, p. 9).

14 Part of this theological and political concept is the motif (also studied by Picchio) of the Blessed Kin of the Righteous, which was used to legitimate the dynastic traditions characteristic of the medieval Orthodox states (Bulgaria, Russia, Serbia), but not found in the official
The aforementioned paradigm of the ideal governance of Stefan Nemanja was enriched with an element which is of particular interest as it can be interpreted as manifestation of his Wisdom: the Grand Zhupan was said to have been not only a ruler but “a teacher more” to his people, as he “made sensible the hearts of all” and taught them how (being orthodox Christians) to rightly profess true faith, “firstly showing in their own behavior the good faith, and then teaching it to others” (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 150).

Scholars have already discussed the existence of “confessor’s” nominations (apostle, teacher, mentor) in the vitae of St. Simeon; the depiction of St. Simeon with a scroll in his hand – an arrangement “booked” only for prophets, apostles and the Fathers of the Church – has been also noted in the literature (see Тодић, 2000). Researchers have commented that these nominations corresponded to the duty of the Christian ruler to be “protector of the faith” and “teacher of piety” to his subjects (see Поповић, 2000, esp. р. 357). It should be mentioned, however, that the nominations of “apostles” distinguish a certain category of Orthodox rulers – those in whom the worldly and the spiritual powers unite. The Old Testament prototype of this double-faced leadership is Moses, while in the New Testament it is Christ himself who was a high priest (Iereus) and a ruler (Basileus) at the same time. In the Orthodox tradition, Constantine the Great was simultaneously called “the new Moses”16 and “an external bishop”, and the cult to him as being the “thirteenth apostle”17 indicated that Byzantine political doctrine. The author mentions examples from the anonymous Russian work entitled Tale and Passion and Encomium of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Gleb, the Sermon on Law and Grace by Metropolitan Hilarion of Kiev, and the Vita of St. Simeon the Serbian by Dometian (Пикио, 1993a, pp. 402–416). Here, the Service for the Bulgarian Tzar St. Peter – the ruler who had the earliest commemoration – has to be added; it is also important to notice that the biblical motif of the Blessed Kin of the Righteous was first used in the Eulogy on St. Cyril and St. Methodius (Γαγοβα, 2016, p. 288).

15 Saint Simeon is depicted with a scroll in his hand for the first time in Studenica, in the exonarthex of the main church, which was built by King Radoslav, the grandson of Stefan Nemanja, ca. 1233, but the text on the scroll is illegible. In Arilje, a foundation of King Draganin (1296), a quotation from Psalm 34 (Slav. 33): 11 is found on the scroll: “Come, my children, listen to me: I will teach you the fear of the Lord.” This quotation was attested for the first time in the vitae of St. Sava and St. Simeon by Dometian (although there are very similar expressions in VSN1) and it would be the most common one on later images (Тодић, 2000, pp. 297–300).


17 Eusebius compared Constantine with Apostle Paul – as the propagator of the Gospel among the pagans (Ewig, 1975, p. 137).
the characteristics of the saint apostles and confessors were to be expected mainly by the veneration of baptizing (Christianizing) rulers who inevitably interfered with the constitution of the Christian church as a state institution and took the commitment, in one way or another, to propagate Christianity among the secular elite. The oldest Slavic tradition here was associated with the Christianization of Bulgaria and, accordingly, with the reign of the Bulgarian ruler and baptizer Knyaz Boris and his successors, Tzar Simeon and Tzar Peter. There are enough text witnesses which attest that “teaching” was a part of the paradigm of the ideal ruler in Bulgaria, especially during the reign of the “king-philosopher” Tzar Simeon and the “teacher of Orthodoxy” Tzar Peter (cf. Shepard, 2003; Билярски, 2004; Николов, 2006, pp. 214–230, 245–269, with the earlier bibliography).

In the fragment which functions as a transition from the introduction to the biographical part, the author wrote about the concern of Stefan Nemanja of how to find a suitable heir because he had a desire to become a monk and on the Day of the Last Judgment enter the group of people who had pleased God. Thus, the monastic endeavor was considered a manifestation of Wisdom and the biblical quotations signifying love for God and willingness to “leave this world” are added to the markers of this theme (Matt. 11:29–30; Matt. 10:37–38; Matt. 19:29; Mark 10:29–30). This development of the theme is in line with the Christian concept of Wisdom as the major quality of the true Christian, whose supreme role model should be the monk. By integrating the monastic topos into the ruler’s paradigm at this most important key place in the hagiographical structure, the author suggests Stefan Nemanja was a monk even before his abdication. Following this line, the “monastic” fragment is placed in a “frame” of the ruler’s topos, ending with a summary of the ideal governance which was already presented in detail in the first part of the introduction: the Grand Zhupan was “a sovereign and a teacher” who possessed “the wisdom of Solomon,

---

18 Traditional interpretation of the monastic qualities of the protagonist in all vitae of Stefan Nemanja and the earliest Serbian charters, as proposed by Marjanović-Dušanić and widely accepted (Марјановић-Душанић, 1997, pp. 274–286) is different. According to it, the ruler, the monk, and the saint are three separate “levels” in the presentation of the Grand Zhupan corresponding to the “steps” of the constitution of his cult as St. Simeon. The monastic level (preceded by voluntary abdication) is intended to justify the canonization of Stefan Nemanja and, at the same time, to give an example to his heirs for a worthy ending to the life of the ruler which would become part of the Serbian ruler’s ideology.
the meekness of David, the benevolence of Joseph”, who was “astonishing and fearful, the sovereign of sovereigns and the ruler of rulers”, “in brief, no one can compare to him”. The summary emphasizes the theme of Wisdom again through the biblical figures of Solomon, David, and Joseph, symbolizing different incarnations of the ruler’s wisdom. The Old Testament patterns of the righteous king are added to the topoi of the “monastic” wisdom from the first part of this (most important, according to the methodology of Picchio) fragment to present together the wisdom of the ideal Christian ruler – the ruler-monk.

The biographical part of the Vita covers the time from Stefan Nemanja’s voluntary abdication after 37 years of reign and his retirement to his main foundation Studenica until his death as a monk at the Hilandar Monastery at Mount Athos, whose ktetor and founder he was as well. This section is focused on the Law of Stefan Nemanja, which he bequeathed to his sons.

The first episode is dedicated to the abdication of the Grand Zhupan by which he would find salvation by the Grace of God (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 154; cf. 1 Tim. 2:4). He had shown his discernment/wisdom in understanding the vanity of the world and rejecting it (this is marked by a new series of corresponding topoi), while the burning love in his heart had turned him into a “ready-made house” and “a purified vessel of the Holy Spirit”. The main part of the episode is dedicated to the speeches of Stefan Nemanja that addressed his sons and boyars. When announcing his impending retirement, the Grand Zhupan reminded them that he had been ordained by God and with God’s help he had restored and expanded the territory of the country and taught them how to profess the true faith; he also urged them not to forget

19 Here Stefan Nemanja is called “смотръливыи” (astute, wise), a relatively rare word which is found in texts of the earlier Orthodox Slavic tradition associated with St. Cyril and St. Methodius: see ECM (Климент Охридски, 1970, p. 473) or the Sermon against the Bogomil Heresy by Cosmas the Priest (Бегунов, 1973, p. 344).

what they had learned and to obey the Orthodox Law (Законъ)\(^{21}\) established by him, in order to be under God’s protection like he was (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 156). The biblical theme of the (Divine) Law (acceptance of which means also Covenant with God) is directly associated here with the institutional aspect of the symbolic (Christian) interpretation of Wisdom: The Law of Stefan Nemanja projects the Divine Cosmic Order and embodies the Law of the earthly power given by God to the nations as discussed in the aforementioned Charter of Hilandar of Stefan Nemanja (“and He distributed all the nations, and gave them Law”). The biblical motif about the vanity of the world which reappears here, marked with new quotations-topoi (Eccl. 1–2; Luke 2:29–31, 2:25) that support the decision of the Grand Zhupan to step down and become a monk, is also associated with the Wisdom, but this time as a personal (monastic) quality.

Stefan Nemanja’s second speech was a sermon addressed to his sons Stefan and Vukan, after having nominated and blessed them, the first as Grand Zhupan and the second as Grand Prince. The second speech contains his Law and is entirely made up of biblical and literary quotations and reminiscences related to the theme of Wisdom (Свети Сава, 1998, pp. 158–162, “My sons, do not forget my laws…”). At the beginning, there is an extended quote from the Book of Proverbs (1–18) that is constructed around the idea of the happiness of finding and following Wisdom (“Blessed is the man who has found Wisdom and the mortal who has seen reason […] long life is in her right hand, in her left – riches and glory. Out of her mouth comes Justice; Law and Mercy are on her tongue”\(^{22}\)). The same large quotation (Prov. 3:1–18) contains important Wisdom topoi associated with the didactic aspect of the theme: to find wisdom one has “to trust God with all your heart […] not to be wise

---

\(^{21}\) In medieval Slavic texts, “Законъ” is also used to refer to the two major parts of the Bible: the Old and the New Testament (Речник на църковнославянския език, 2002, p. 186; Старобългарски речник, 1999, p. 520).

\(^{22}\) Almost identical quotations-topoi are found in the Eulogy on St. Clement of Rome by St. Clement of Ohrid: “Justice and Judgment came from his mouth (acc. to Ps. 36:30, Isaiah 45:23; Ezekiel. 33:14), Mercy and Truth wore on his tongue (acc. to Ps. 24:10; Prov. 3:3; 8:7), upon which the Holy Ghost rested as if on a cherub”. See also in EC “That is why the Grace of God poured itself into his mouth, as the wise Solomon told: Knowledge is on the lips of the wise, Law and Mercy are on his tongue” (Климент Охридски, 1970, p. 426; see Ps. 44:2; Prov. 3:16). The quote is found in a key place in the text (at the beginning of the biographical section) and is one of the most important quotations in EC from the point of view of its message.
in yourself\(^{23}\) but to avoid all evil”; it is “better to buy wisdom than gold and silver”, etc.

Stefan Nemanja’s sermon to his sons ends with a second paragraph of biblical quotations and paraphrases devoted to the theme of Christian Love: the father bequeaths his sons to love and revere each other.\(^{24}\) The introduction of this theme can be interpreted as a confirmation of the author’s attempt to present the theme of Wisdom in a way combining its “institutional” and “personal” aspects, the meanings associated with the notion of Order (\(taxis\)) and with the image of the true Christian (we will subsequently discuss this in more detail). At the very end of the speech, there is a biblical quotation that summarizes the benefit of obeying the Father’s Law, the core of which is the attainment of Wisdom as a guarantee of a blessed (successful) rule: “And the Spirit of Lord will rest on you \(^{\text{cf. Isaiah 11:2}}\) to support and protect you from all the visible and invisible enemies and to lead you to the path of peace” (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 162).

After a brief edification by the Grand Zhupan to his nobles, to once again emphasize its importance, a relatively short encomiastic fragment containing nominations is included before the final part of the episode about the abdication and the nullification. The nominations of the protagonist correspond to the paradigm of the ideal ruler in the introduction but only develop the apostolic/teacher’s aspect in the context of the theme of Wisdom. The fragment starts with an exclamation, “What should I call it, I am really perplexed” (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 162), and the Grand Zhupan was called “Orthodox teacher”, “shepherd”, “church enlightener” (!), “teacher in benevolence”, “mentor in true faith”, “teacher of good faith and purity”, “universal light”, full of faith, and “image of meekness”, “mentor in wisdom, giver of meaning, clarifier of the unclear/meaningless, wise respondent to all around him”. The fragment (Свети Сава, 1998, p. 164) ends with a biblical quotation which once again summarizes the topic, “Because he was full of wisdom and reason, and the Grace of God was on him” (cf. Luke 2:40). Thus, the net of quotations related to Wisdom in the episode about the abdication suggests that the search for and acceptance of Wis-

\(^{23}\) This expression means that one should “not seek wisdom in their own mind”, nor place their capacity of attainment of the truth above the Truth set forth in the Scripture and other authoritative Christian books.

\(^{24}\) Compare 1 John 4:20; Matt. 22:40; Is. 1: 19–20; the key quotation is from 1 John 4:20 (“For whoever does not love their brother, whom they have seen, cannot love God, whom they have not seen. Therefore, whoever loves God, should love his brother”).
dom – the “filling up” with Wisdom (which turned the body into a “vessel” of Wisdom / the Holy Spirit; see footnote 21) – is the basic and only natural behavior of a sovereign. This trend in the interpretation of Wisdom in VSN1 is an important sign to place the Wisdom of the ruler in a paradigm which should be different from the pattern in Byzantine political ideology, where the emperor’s striving for personal wisdom (understood as part of the ideal Christian’s behavior) never became the norm.

After the episode of Stefan Nemanja’s abdication and retirement to the monastic life, the author goes on to narrate his monastic exploits in Serbia and at Mount Athos. The first fragment is dedicated to the residence of the monk Simeon in the monastic society in Studenica, where he “taught them about spiritual pursuits”. The text is almost entirely made up of biblical quotations that function as topoi reflecting the denial of the world as the Imitatio Christi in the vitae of monks and ascetics (Matt. 11:29–30; Matt. 13:46; the parable of the pearl; Matt. 19:21). After a brief autobiographical note with references to the story about the Prodigal Son (Luke 15), the author Saint Sava recounts the departure of his father to Mount Athos “in search of the lost sheep”,25 and their settlement in the Monastery of Vatoped and “the labors and strives” of Simeon, who had evoked the astonishment of the monks at Mount Athos with his humility, meekness and self-denial.26 Particular attention is paid to the building of the Hilandar Monastery – here the author chooses to note the spiritual significance of the place, which is sacred for the Serbs and describes it with the topoi of the Garden of Eden (cf. Шпадијер, 2015).

The biographical story of Stefan Nemanja / monk Simeon ends with two independent episodes about the protagonist’s departure from life; they are constructed symmetrically to the two parts of the first episode (featuring his abdication and retirement from the world). The first episode contains the Covenant of Saint Simeon to the author of VSN1, who was also his youngest son, Saint Sava, and is once again constructed entirely on biblical quotations connected to Wisdom (mainly Prov. 4:20–25; Prov. 1:8; Prov. 8:32–34; 9:6–11) – it corresponds to the Law that the Grand Zhupan had left to his sons Stefan and Vukan. Here, we once again find didactic motifs for the benefit of seeking and following Wis-

---

25 Here the author refers to himself: contrary to his parents’ will, after secretly leaving their home Saint Sava became a monk on Mount Athos.

26 Here the author again uses mainly quotations that are topoi to refer to the heroic deeds of the protagonist and to emphasize that earthly sufferings will be compensated for in heaven; Mark 9:35; Matt. 18:3; Matt. 5:3; Luke 6:21; Matt. 5:3–8.
dom (with further development: “do not reprove the wicked to not hate you; but rebuke the wise as they would love you”). Importantly, this fragment contains a quote that unambiguously reveals the sense given by the Christian tradition to the concept of (human) Wisdom: “The beginning/source of Wisdom is fear of God” (Prov. 9:10). We will discuss this quote again below. The second episode is focused on the last days in the life of Saint Simeon and his death in the presence of chosen elders from Mount Athos: he was wrapped in a monastic robe, laid on a mat with a stone under his head, “like some low stranger”, “bowing to all and begging all for forgiveness and blessing”. This episode is full of monastic-ascetic topoi which clearly indicate its association with his canonization-in-preparation (cf. Поповић, 2000, 2006, pp. 27–73). After describing his funeral and burial, the author proceeds with a story about how his remains were unearthed after eight years in order to be transported to Serbia at the request of the brothers Stefan and Vukan; how they were found “whole and untouched” and about their transfer and funeral in Studenica.

The concluding section of the Vita is symmetrical to the introduction; it contains a brief chronology of the life of “our blessed father and ktetor, our master Simeon, from his birth to his death”, with a focus on the “doubling” of the most important events: the baptism of the child Stefan according to both the Catholic and the Orthodox rites, the acceptance of the first and the second degree of the monastic skhma by the monk Simeon, and the double funeral, at Hilandar and in Studenica. Parallel to the address in the beginning, the text ends with a brief sermon to the monks at the Studenica Monastery. The main theme of this sermon – the Last Judgment and the fate of the souls after the resurrection of the dead that it is appropriate for the monks to constantly think about – corresponds to the motivation of the protagonist of the Vita and the ktetor of the monastery, Stefan Nemanja, to abdicate and become a monk. Thus, Wisdom as a theme also ends the Vita, albeit indirectly – insofar as monasticism is an ultimate denial of one’s own will and, therefore, a complete submission to God’s will – which is the real meaning of “the fear of God”.

Summarizing the way in which the theme of Wisdom in VSN1 was developed by the author, one may conclude as follows.

The author has chosen to focus on two main aspects in the theological interpretation of the topic: institutional, related to the idea of the Divine Order, and personal, related to the notion of ideal Christian behavior. The first aspect covers the rule of Stefan Nemanja as Grand Zhupan, where his institutional wisdom is manifested; the second refers to his mind of a monk not only after but also
before the abdication. Both aspects are united in the transitional fragment between the introduction and the biographical section, defined by Picchio as a “thematic key” to the meaning of the text, where Stefan Nemanja is presented as the ideal ruler-monk. In the biographical part, the theme is signified and developed through compact groups of biblical quotations-topoi, of which the Law of Stefan Nemanja and his teachings addressed to his sons, the secular elite and the monastic brotherhoods in his main foundations Studenica and Hilendar are compiled. Here, the protagonist manifests himself as a secular and spiritual leader with underlined characteristics of an apostle and a teacher, and finally as an ascetic and a monk in the specific sense of the word. In the concluding section of the Vita, the motive for the doubling of all the most important events in the life of Stefan Nemanja-St. Simeon emerges, which can be interpreted as an allusion to his “double” nature as ruler and monk who has manifested himself twice in different ways: in one common image of the ruler-monk before the abdication and as two separate and consecutive roles of the ruler and of the monk, before and after the abdication.

Why did the author of VSN1 choose exactly these solutions and where (except in the hagiography dedicated to the first Slavic saints) should we look for the models and patterns he used?

The reasons must be found in the theological interpretation of Wisdom in the Orthodox tradition, where its association with the idea of the cosmic Order and Byzantine imperial ideology are clearly articulated together with the conviction that Wisdom is the foundation for proper profession and practice of the faith and the core of the ethos of the true Christian, whose supreme role model is the monk. As Christ-Logos is at the same time the embodied Divine Wisdom and the King of Kings, and the Byzantine emperor and every Christian ruler is His vicar and imitator, the king’s Wisdom is an expected expression of the king’s divinity. This means that the Christian ruler is wise by definition as he embodies the institution which is instrumental of Divine Wisdom (Prov. 8:15–16: “By me kings reign, and superiors decree justice. By me princes rule, and nobles, even all the judges of the earth”). As stated above, the Byzantine political ideology did not oblige an emperor who was

27 These issues deserve special attention and cannot be discussed in this article. We will mention here some of the seminal works on (Divine) Wisdom as a theological concept in the Orthodox tradition (Brzozowska, 2015; Meyendorff, 1987; Флоровский, 1932) and its relation to the theme of the ruler (Nicol, 1991; Runciman, 1977; Shepard, 2003; Дагрон, 2006; Хунгер, 2000, pp. 89–149).
“institutionally wise” to also be wise as an individual, though it recommended it occasionally in suitable historical circumstances. This interpretation may seem contradictory and even confusing when it had to be adapted by **dynastic ruling traditions** during Christianization because in the dynastic traditions the ruler embodied the institution in a different way and his personal qualities were perceived as **being guaranteed** by his origin but also **being a guarantee** of good governance.

Drawing upon the central position of **Wisdom** in Christian theology and its polyvalence, it has its interpretation by the most influential Fathers of the Eastern Church. The interpretations were well known in the Byzantine and Slavic repertory (most of them in excerpts) because they had been translated very early in the Slavic written tradition.28 The correspondence between these writings and the associated biblical quotations from VSN1 is undoubtedly important in revealing the literary references of the Vita that may shed additional light on its message.

Fragments of the exegetical interpretations on Wisdom are included in the earliest Slavic repertory, most often in sermons and question-answers found in miscellanies (**izborniki**) addressed to the secular elite, translated or compiled in Bulgaria in the ninth and tenth centuries in different codices such as the so-called **Menaion Miscellany**, the **Izbornik of 1073**, and the **Izbornik of 1076**.29 In his study of Bulgarian political ideology in the period between the ninth and tenth centuries, Angel Nikolov (Николов, 2006) analyzed the **Izbornik of 1073**, the **Izbornik of 1076**, and **Zlatoust and Zlatostruy**30 as books – instruments of political propaganda which spread ideas about the figure and status of the Orthodox ruler, and about his rights and obligations during the reign of Tzar Simeon. He notably observed that in these

---

28 This issue will be discussed later in the article.
29 For more details about the early Slavic **Izborniki**, their editions and studies, see ИБСЛ, 2008, pp. 288–292 and literature cited therein; see also Miltenov, 2017; Miltenov & Dimitrova, 2018; Thomson, 2009, 2014; Димитрова, 2016; Милтенов, 2013a, 2013b, 2014a, 2014b; Федер, 2005, 2008. These same miscellanies contain the **Advice to the Emperor** of Agapetus and different variants of these texts, other royal “mirrors” and similar royal advice, monastic rules and fragments from **paterica**.
30 **Zlatoust and Zlatostruy** (**Chrysostomos** and **Chrysorrhoas**) are collections of sermons and homilies written by or assigned to St. John Chrysostom, the most famous Church Father in the Orthodox Slavic tradition. The collections were compiled in the ninth and tenth centuries from Old Bulgarian translations of the Greek texts, some of them abridged, edited or reworked, and were spread in diverse variants through miscellanies of different kinds.
miscellanies the Byzantine concept of institutional Wisdom and the piety of the emperor was reworked and replaced by the notion that only a perfect Christian (i.e. monk) could be the perfect ruler. According to him, the change can be found first in the Zlatostruy (Николов, 2006, pp. 172–185, and esp. 181–183), which was claimed to be compiled by Tzar Simeon himself (ИБСЛ, 2008, p. 290) and which conveys the idea that the Christian church had the right and obligation to monitor the personal piety of the ruler and to publicly criticize him. Later, however, this concept was replaced (again by Tzar Simeon) with the much more radical concept of the ruler-philosopher (i.e. monk), whose model had liberated the ruler and his authority from the guardianship of the church.

The following quote from Prov. 9:10 is considered central to VSN1: “The beginning/source of Wisdom is fear of God”. This quote was usually interpreted in the scholarly tradition as a reference to the monastic character of the cult of St. Simeon, and parallels were found in the Story of Barlaam and Ioasaph (see Ђорђевић, 2008 and references therein; Поповић, 2006, pp. 56–57). It should be noted, however, that in early Orthodox Slavic hagiography, which apparently functioned as a model for VSN1, “fear of God” was perceived much more widely as the basic quality of every Old Testament righteous and Christian saint. The final passage from the introduction of the VM is an indicative example as it states that Methodius was likened to all the righteous and the saints, displaying their most important qualities, the first of which is “fear of God” (Климент Охридски, 1973, p. 187). It is even more important to keep in mind that the same interpretation of human Wisdom and the same quotation were used in the earliest and widest spread example of Byzantine “Mirror of Princes” literature – the famous Advice (kefalia parenetika) of Agapetus, addressed to Emperor Justinian the Great (in chapter 17) – which had been translated in Bulgaria during the reign of Tzar Simeon as the central text in his political concept of the king-philosopher (Николов, 1999, 2000, 2006, pp. 214–230, with earlier literature). In this text, “philosophy” is translated literally as “love for Wisdom” (любомѫдриѥ) (i.e. love for God), which was emphasized as a major quality of the ideal ruler (philosopher = monk); it is further noted that if a ruler had to be a true Christian, he had to not only honor God but also teach people how to worship Him (ch. 1, ch. 42). The Slavic translation of Agapetus was known in various revisions and redactions which attest to its popularity, including among Serbs, probably not later than the thirteenth century (Марјановић-
In his study, Nikolov comes to the important conclusion that the figure of the king philosopher (= monk) embodies the most appropriate ideal of the ruler, considering the specific situation in Bulgaria after Christianization, where the entire mind-changing process was organized and led by the ruler himself, especially before the recognition of the independent Bulgarian church, in a period when the sovereign officially preceded over church affairs (Николов, 2006, p. 224). In addition, this ruler’s ideal not only had a symbolic expression but also “produced” the relevant palace and cult practises, which most likely influenced the Serbian ruling theory and practise during the thirteenth century: it is hardly a coincidence that Knyaz Boris and his grandson Tzar Peter ended their lives as monks after voluntary abdication and were canonized as saints (as in the case of Stefan Nemanja), while Tzar Simeon was an ex-monk who, according to the testimony of Nikolaos Mysticos, continued to adhere to an ascetic life even after ascending to the throne (Билярски, 2004; Николов, 2006, p. 224, 2007, 2018).

A conclusion based on the Eulogy on Tzar Simeon32 contained in the Izbornik of 1073, may claim that the texts in the miscellany are part of the “teaching strategy” of the Tzar, who had to constantly “enlighten” the minds of his boyars (Николов, 2006, p. 226). It is not a surprise that the important theme

31 Currently, two Serbian copies of one of the early revisions of Agapetus found in the Izbornik of 1076 (“Наказание богатым” [Sermon to the Rich], ff. 24v–28v) are known: in a miscellany from the SS. Cyril and Methodius National Library in Sofia, НБКМ 1037, late 14th c., ff. 230v–233r, and in a miscellany from the National Library in Belgrade, Рс 26, 3rd quarter of the 14th c., ff. 354r–356r (about the texts from the Izborniki in Рс 26 see Јелесијевић, 2011–2012). The first one is published in Буланин, 1990 – in parallel with the text from the Izbornik of 1076 and with a Russian copy from the sixteenth century, as well as in Марјановић-Душанић, 2002, with fascimile from the manuscript НБКМ 1037 (Николов, 2006, pp. 255–256). According to Nikolov, the Serbian copies contain a variant of this early revision (entitled “Слово към власт-ващите на земята” [Sermon to the Rulers on the Earth]) which is earlier than the one found in the Izbornik of 1076 and probably comes directly from the original included in a reconstructed miscellany which Veder called Княжий Изборник [Prince’s Miscellany] (he claims that it was compiled during the reign of Tzar Peter and was intended for the education of the Bulgarian heir – Николов, 2006, p. 267; see also Федер, 2008).

32 On the Eulogy, see ИБСЛ, 2008, p. 289; on the personal participation of Tzar Simeon in the construction of the literary repertorium – ИБСЛ, 2008, pp. 83–88. It should be noted that unlike the other aforementioned miscellanies, the Izbornik of 1073 is based on the translation of a version of a ready-made Greek collection of texts, most probably named Sotirios [Savior]; see Sieswerda, 2001.
of Wisdom is not omitted in the book; however, it is found in the Questions and Answers of Anastasius Sinai, as well as in a short anonymous florilegium entitled “On Saint Trinity and the Faith”, which appears immediately before the Questions and Answers of Anastasius (cf. Симеонов сборник, 1991). In accordance with the purpose of the Izbornik, the topic is built around its central theological points (identification of Wisdom with Christ-Logos, interpretations of the most important biblical quotations which mention Wisdom, among others), but the focus is on Wisdom as fundamental of the ethos of the true Christian (what it means to be wise, why God wants it from us, how wisdom is expressed and how it is attained, etc.). The anonymous florilegium mentions that Christ came to give people reason/wisdom, to understand the true God (Симеонов сборник, 1991, p. 208); it further reminds one that He, himself, is the Power of God and the Wisdom of God (Симеонов сборник, 1991, p. 209), which is identical to Wisdom, which “created everything”. In the Questions and Answers of Anastasius, the answer to the important question of “What distinguishes a perfect Christian?” is of particular interest as it explains, using biblical and patristic quotations, how one should think and behave if one rightly understands what God wants from one (Симеонов сборник, 1991, pp. 249–261). Although Wisdom is hardly mentioned directly in this extensive response (except in the last excerpt), the text contains all the basic motifs associated with it, including a motif about the relation between Wisdom as the incarnate Word of God, and the wise human behavior that is inherently expected from the perfect Christian. The answer begins with the claim that the perfect Christian is distinguished by “true faith and godly deeds” because he is the “true house of Christ”, of Divine Wisdom (Симеонов сборник, 1991, pp. 249–250); furthermore (Симеонов сборник, 1991, p. 250), the motif of the righteous as the “spiritual house” of God is supplemented by references to John 14:21 (“The one who loves me, and I will love him, and I will make myself a house in him”), and Zech. 2:10 (“I will dwell in them and walk in them”). Christians are required “to fear the Lord, their God, and to walk in his ways”, and “he who loves God, hates evil” and “through fear of God turns away from all evil” (Симеонов сборник, 1991, pp. 251–252). This fragment directly corresponds to the famous quotations from the Book of Proverbs: “The fear of the Lord is the beginning (i.e. source) of Wisdom” (Prov. 1:7; Prov. 9:10), and “To fear the Lord means to hate evil” (Prov. 8:13). The answer ends with excerpt 34 “from Maxim the Monk” (Симеонов сборник, 1991, p. 261), which states: “In these three,
Christians manifest their love for Wisdom: in the commandments (of God), in the doctrine and in faith. Because through commandments it separates the mind from passions, through the doctrine it ‘brings the mind into reason’, and through faith it leads to ‘the vision of the Holy Trinity’”. In the next question, “Who are the true worshipers who truly worship God in spirit?”, we rediscover the motifs of the true Christian as the “house of God” and fear of God as the condition he should strive for. Excerpt 37 “from Diadoch” discusses the special effort needed to feel “the fear of God”. In other answers, biblical quotations related to the topic are discussed, such as in answers to the questions “What is the Wisdom that made your house?” (Симеонов сборник, 1991, p. 504) and “Why does He once say, ‘Do not be foolish’, but on another occasion says ‘Do not be wise in yourself’” (Симеонов сборник, 1991, pp. 543–544). Wisdom is a central topic in the Book of the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach, which was also translated in this earliest period; extensive fragments are included in Izbornik of 1076. Among them, there is a quote which is closely associated with the figure of Stefan Nemanja in VSN1: “The beginning/source of Wisdom is fear of God” (Prov. 9:10; Изборник, 1965, p. 311), along with its modifications (e.g. “The Crown of Wisdom is to Be Afraid of God”, Изборник, 1965, p. 312). The discussed texts clearly correspond to VSN1; we may – with a certain degree of confidence – assume that these and similar works were well known to the author of VSN1. In all likelihood, codices such as the two miscellanies of Tzar Simeon (Izbornik of 1073 and Izbornik of 1076) were used in the education of the Serbian princes, one of whom was St. Sava.33

By choosing Wisdom as the primary quality of the Grand Zhupan, the author of VSN1, St. Sava, presented Stefan Nemanja as a legitimate and independent ruler, emphasizing his role as “founder and renovator” (i.e. as the first Serbian ruler – which he was not), and at the same time as a perfect Christian and a monk preparing his canonization. In his work, St. Sava is evidently influenced by the concept of the Unfailing Grace and Continuity of the Apostleship and most probably followed earlier ideological models and patterns created in Slavic (Old Church Slavonic / Old Bulgarian) language in Bulgaria in the ninth and tenth

---

33 Three complete Serbian copies of the Izbornik of 1073 are known, all dated between the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and connected to the Hilandar Monastery at Mount Athos (Симеонов сборник, 1991, pp. 39–43, 70–71. No. 2, 3, 14). On the Serbian copies of the medieval Bulgarian literary repertorium of the ninth and tenth centuries, see Трифунова, 1994; Турилов, 1999; Станкова, 2005 and literature therein.
centuries and transferred via the Slavic literary tradition of the Ohrid Church in the eleventh and twelfth centuries – in particular those presenting the first Slavic saints as “instruments of Grace” (St. Spirit, Divine Wisdom, etc.) and the ideal ruler as a wise ruler, i.e. the ruler-monk.

Emphasizing Stefan Nemanja’s wisdom in his ktetor’s Vita, the author suggested that new, graceful times were coming under his rule; according to Agapetus’s Advice, this “happens when Philosophy reigns, or when kings become philosophers” (ch. 13). In developing the apostle’s and teaching’s manifestation of Wisdom in the figure of Stefan Nemanja, Saint Sava likened his father to the most authoritative and popular Slavic saints – the Holy Brothers Cyril and Methodius – an association which was surely part of the preparations for his canonization. Of particular interest here are the references to EC because the text was probably used in the liturgy on the Day of Saint Cyril (14 February), while the commemoration of Saint Simeon is on the previous day (13 February). Through this exploitation of the theme of Wisdom, the Grand Zhupan Stefan Nemanja was represented in VSN1 as both a secular and spiritual/ecclesiastical authority and the focus and symbol of the two institutions. This situation corresponds to the historical moment when the Serbs already had an independent state but did not yet have their independent church, which undoubtedly influenced the choice of the model associated with the figure of Stefan Nemanja and the texts corresponding with VSN1. The reference to the Law/Covenant of Saint Simeon in his Vita, however, clearly points to the later separation of the duties/powers between his sons – the future symphony and diarchy in the rule of Serbia, whose adherent Saint Sava was.

The corresponding image – Stefan Nemanja – Saint Simeon as the ideal ruler, an incarnation of “institutional” and personal Wisdom (= ruler-monk), being at the same time a teacher of Faith/Church, can be found in one unique portrait of the Grand Zhupan from the narthex of King Radoslav in Studenica, where he is painted in monastic clothing with a royal stemma over the cowl (kukulion) and a scroll in his hand, i.e. with the iconographic characteristics of a monk, a ruler, and a teacher of the faith. The erased inscription is probably a quotation from Psalm 34 (Slav. 33): 11: “Come, my children, listen to me: I will teach you the fear of the Lord” (see note 15). This correspondence is hardly accidental, given that the iconography in this part of the church was presumably a deed of Saint Sava (cf. Војводић, 2007; Цветковић, 1998).
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Temat Mądrości w pierwszym Żywocie św. Symeona Serbskiego

Artykuł ma na celu prześledzenie interpretacji tematu Mądrości w Żywocie św. Symeona autorstwa św. Sawy, jego powiązań z innymi biblijnymi tematami i motywami, z odniesieniem do różnych źródeł literackich, modeli i wzorów wykorzystywanych przez najwcześniejszą słowiańską tradycję piśmienniczą. Analiza cytatów biblijnych w tekście służy odpowiedzi na pytanie, dlaczego temat Mądrości zajmuje tak ważne miejsce w pierwszym Żywocie św. Symeona i jak ten fakt nawiązuje do przesłania tekstu w jego kontekście historycznym i kulturowym.
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“Per me reges regnant…” (Prov. 8:15):

Wisdom in the First Vita of St. Simeon of Serbia

This article aims to trace the interpretation of the theme of Wisdom in the Vita of St. Simeon by St. Sava, and its connections with other biblical themes and motifs, with references to various literary sources, models, and patterns employed by the earliest Slavic literary tradition. By analyzing the biblical quotations in the text, the study tries to show why Wisdom occupies such an important place in the first Vita of St. Simeon and what this reveals about the message of the text in its historical and cultural context.
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